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D-D-19-00200 The Correlation between 2D Femoral Notch Parameters and 3D Notch Volume: a Retrospective MRI Study.

Thanks for the opportunity to review the current manuscript, which touch upon themes that have been discussed for more than twenty years and as noted by the authors there might be a correlation between notch parameters and the risk of Acl injury. Previous research has stated that wider notch is associate with a larger ACL a presumably stronger one. A Japanese study has as conclusion that the finding might only be relevant to Japanese knees and this is problematic in the current study also as only one racial group is included. However, in the paragraph of limitations this is not listed. I am also missing some basic data as the risk of ACL injury in the Chinese population; this is of particular interest for the interpretation of these findings more general in ACL injury prevention. Unfortunately, I am not able to find any reports on individuals with bilaterally injury. This might be the best group to study such predictors as notch dimensions. In conclusion, of my review, I find the manuscript in need of a major revision
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